The object of the present paper is to derive error estimates for the GaussLegendre and the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formulas applied to analytic functions. A few lemmas, which are useful for the derivation of these estimates, have also been proved.
2. The Gauss-Legendre Quadrature Formula. Let L be a closed contour enclosing the interval [-1, 1] in the z-plane and let the zeros of the Legendre polynomial P"(i) be denoted by {í,-j i". On applying the residue theorem to the contour integral 2riJLiz-t)Pniz)
we get (2) fjz)dz «A -V P"(*> fit \ 4--1-I f&P"Wdz J W ~ ¿Í ft _ , .\P 'ft .\ nU) + 2« Jr (Z-t)l =1 (Í -U)Pn'iti) 2*t JL ÍZ -t)Pniz)
if / (z) is regular within L.
Integrating both sides with respect to t over [-1, 1] and interchanging the order of integration on the right side, we obtain are the weights of the quadrature formula known to be positive. The abscissas i, and the weights X¿ have been tabulated extensively.
The error of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature formula is given by U\ p íts-LÍ QÁz)fJz)dz
where we have put (13) |<r"m| g / |sin imß)\d9 = / sin 0d0 = 2 .
• That is, given e > 0, there is an Nit), such that for n ^ Nit), 2.4. Next, we consider the case when the integrand fiz) has singularities in the z-plane. We shall consider the case when fiz) has a simple pole at z = zo.
In this case the evaluation of the contour integral (1) gives
Integrating with respect to t from -1 to 1, and employing (5), there results the quadrature formula (3) with the error given by m_l f fjz)Qnjz)dz 24>izo)QnjZo)
As \z\ -» oo, the first term will tend to zero and the error in this case will be bounded by (21) \EoYf)\ ^ 2|0(zo)| |Q"(zo)/P"(zo)| .
In case \z0\ > 1, the upper bound tends to zero with increasing n, as follows from (19). But if zo -* 1, the upper bound increases unboundedly. From (24), in view of (25), the error of the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formula can be put in the form (9R\ F (f\ -JL I fiz)Qn*jz)dz (26) ET^f)-mJL Tniz) ■ 3.1. Lemmas for QYiz). In the following we prove two lemmas for the function QYiz) and subsequently employ them to derive error estimates for the GaussChebyshev quadrature formula.
The following lemma gives a simple representation for QYiz) on £p. From (27), we have for z £ ep,
(27') now follows by observing that % = z ± iz2 -l)1'2. This proves the lemma.
The following lemma provides an expansion for QYiz), similar to that for Qniz) [6, p. 288 ]. for n ^ 1 ; if n = 0, the right side is to be divided by 2. An extension to the case of the integrand /(z) having simple poles can be carried out as in Section 2.4.
3.4. The error estimates (20) and (40) are simple to obtain and will not be unduly pessimistic, but hold for functions having a sufficiently large circle of analyticity. We can, however, obtain simple estimates of error for the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature formula for all functions analytic on [-1, 1].
Let / be analytic on [ -1, 1]. Then, for some p > 1, / can be continued analytically so as to be regular in the closed ellipse sp. Taking the ellipse ep for the contour in (26), by virtue of (27'), the error of the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature can be put in the form Remark. For fixed n and varying p, a "least conservative" upper bound (44) can be established for some p* (1 < p* ^ p). Observe, however, that in case the integrand /(z) is entire, p* will be a value of p for which M(p)/(p2n -1) is a minimum. Similar remarks apply to the estimates (20) and (40).
